
Hotel in Washington, D.C., don’t have to settle for a small box of crayons.  

Instead, an employee whisks them away on a political scavenger hunt before the main course. They tour 
the hotel suite where burglars plotted the break-in of the Democratic National Committee to benefit 
President Richard Nixon’s re-election. After scouring clues, including examining a rotary phone and 
listening to what’s playing on the record player, children end the night with a free ice cream sundae, 
reputed to have been the former president’s favorite dessert.  

Meanwhile, the adults can enjoy Kingbird’s $115 rib-eye for two without distractions. “The parents stay 
sitting down, and they have a nice 10 or 15 minutes of quiet,” says Rakel Cohen, of Euro Capital 
Properties, parent company of the Watergate hotel and Kingbird. (Ms. Cohen tested the activity last year 
with her own five children.)

https://www.thewatergatehotel.com/accommodations/scandal-room?mod=article_inline


Upscale establishments have long tried to accommodate requests for Wikki Stix and a kid’s menu. Now some 
are getting more creative to keep youngsters occupied. Tours, babysitting, specialty classes, movies and unique 
play spaces are popping up even in deluxe dining rooms. The goal: Keep the kids too distracted to distract the 
adults.

These days, parents are most likely to pick a dinner spot requested by their child, says David Portalatin, food 
industry adviser at the NPD Group. Restaurateurs sense opportunity. “Kids have a lot of power to influence their 
parents” compared with those in previous generations, he says.

At Grand Cafe in Minneapolis, crumpets and caviar mix with episodes of “Pee-wee’s Playhouse” projected on 
the wall. To shed the special-occasion restaurant image, the high-end French spot started to offer movies for 
the youngest diners during brunch last year.

The scavenger hunt takes children to a hotel suite related to the famed break-in that helped end the Nixon presidency. PHOTOS: MATT ROTH FOR THE WALL STREET JOURNAL(4)

Each Sunday, staff members remove a portrait of the chef’s Italian greyhounds, Porkchop and Eleanor. Then 
they project child-friendly throwbacks on a wall near the bar area, including 1980s favorite “The Brave Little 
Toaster.” The offering draws in families with a more casual atmosphere, says director of operations Nikki 
Klocker. She runs a poll to decide which movies to show.



On weekdays, servers offer children a peek into the restaurant kitchen and provide vintage tin lunchboxes 
filled with toys to each child from a nearby toy store. “They don’t all want to eat chicken fingers. They want to 
have a good time, too,” she says. Catering to children is also a way to make the restaurant more approachable 
to families in the neighborhood, she adds. 

Existing features are being retooled with the younger diner in mind.

Brennan’s, a New Orleans restaurant, allows children to feed the turtles that live on premises. PHOTO: BRENNAN'S RESTAURANT

Children visiting Brennan’s restaurant can sign up to take a manners course. PHOTO: RANDY SCHMIDT



Turtles have long paddled around the courtyard fountain at Brennan’s in New Orleans. Now restaurant 
staffers provide youngsters with banana or shrimp skewers so they can feed turtles between their own 
courses. (The turtles are named after sauces, including Mignonette and Remoulade.) The restaurant 
published a turtle-themed children’s book last year.

The 73-year-old restaurant has started to hold a parade for the turtles each year, “to create the mystique 
around the turtles,” says Charlee Williamson, executive vice president at the Ralph Brennan Restaurant 
Group, who helped come up with the idea. The restaurant also published a manners booklet for children and 
now offers manners classes to individual youngsters and school groups. Classes take place with a pancake 
breakfast and turtle feeding.

Sarah Steele often sips a cocktail at Bo-Beau Kitchen and Garden near her home in La Mesa, Calif., as 
daughters Sophia, 6, and Stella, 4, have their own fun. 

The French comfort-food restaurant added a small retrofitted school bus to its outdoor area, allowing children 
to take turns behind the wheel. “At a certain point they just lose interest in the drawing and coloring,” says 
Ms. Steele, 39.

Sophia, 6, and Stella, 4, play on the outdoor school bus at Bo-Beau Kitchen and Garden in La Mesa, Calif. PHOTO: SARAH STEELE

Two months ago, Andiron Steak & Sea in Las Vegas took advantage of a neighborhood child-care facility to 
offer a date-night deal. Children stay at a nearby play space and get a snack, plus a free hour of babysitting, 
while parents sip a complimentary sparkling wine with their steakhouse meal.



The restaurant launched the promotion this spring as a way to keep diners in the restaurant longer, says 
Victoria Levin, director of project management for Andiron and its parent company. Parents who dine without 
children often have higher check averages than entire families who tend to hurry through a meal, she says. 

“When parents don’t have their children around, they are going to have that extra cocktail,” she adds. 

When Micheline Mendelsohn and Cliff Luhn decided to try Kingbird recently, they skipped the babysitter. 
Instead, the scavenger hunt for two school-age daughters turned into an impromptu history lesson on 
Watergate, with a segue into the mysteries of the rotary phone back at the table. “It was pretty funny and 
made me feel like [I was] 100,” says Ms. Mendelsohn, 40, a restaurant group executive from Arlington, Va. 

For Catherine, their 10-year-old, it was all about the elaborate prize: a sundae that arrived with sprinkles, a 
chocolate straw and a cherry and macaron on top.

Even the perfect blend of creative distractions sometimes isn’t enough. On a recent visit to Grand Cafe, 39-
year-old market researcher Giselle Restrepo enticed her 9-year-old son, Grandin, to taste a favorite raw 
appetizer: “He tried oysters and said ‘Never again,’ ” she recalls. “Sometimes they just want the pancake with 
the smiley face.”

Isabella Luhn enjoys a sundae at Kingbird after the scavenger hunt. PHOTO: MATT ROTH FOR THE WALL STREET JOURNAL


